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COMPLETE #15HDC - RMA20190573 Omarunui Landfill

CREATED

PUBLIC
Feb 22nd 2021, 3:34:18 pm

IP ADDRESS

203.109.207.25

* Person(s) making the submission

Hawke's Bay Fish and Game Council

* I am a trade competitor for the purposes of section 308B of the Resource Management Act 1991

No

* I am directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: (a) adversely affects
the environment; and (b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Yes

* 1. The specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are:

All parts of the application to alter the designation to the Omarunui Landfill ( D123) to provide for the construction and operation of 
area B for waste disposal (RMA20190573)

* 2. My submission is: (include whether you support, oppose or are neutral to specific parts of the
notice of requirement or wish to have them amended; and the reasons for your views.

That permission should not be granted to alter the original consent. Area B should not be developed for waste disposal.  
The Tonkin & Taylor report states that the Upokohino stream is of low ecological value and has low sensitivity as a receiving 
environment in its current condition. This ignores potential downstream effects. Many statements included in the report show the 
potential for further degradation of the stream. In higher flows, the stream fills Lake Rotokare which is significant to Maori for 
gathering of kai as well as being an important recreational gamebird hunting location. We believe that further degradation of this 
lake is unacceptable.                                                                               
Part 5.2.1.4 of the T&T report states the aquifer is unconfined. In 10.6.2.2 it talks of unforeseen circumstances which could cause 
contamination of ground water. Your own modelling leachate shows there is a potential risk to groundwater. We believe this risk is 
unacceptable.  

* 3. I / We seek the following recommendation or decision from the Hastings District Council:

Withdraw the requirement

(Please give precise details including the general nature of any conditions sought)

Withdraw the requirement

* 4

I wish to be heard in support of my submissions, or

* 5

If others make a similar submission I will consider presenting  a joint case with them at any hearing, or
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* 6. Submitter contact details Name

Jesse  Friedlander

* Postal address for service of submitter

22 Burness Road, Greenmeadows

Napier

Hawkes Bay

4112

New Zealand

* Daytime Phone No:

068442460

Mobile Phone No:

(No response)

Fax No:

(No response)

* Email

jfriedlander@fishandgame.org.nz


